Here's why the best superintendents can't

NEW BANNER® GIVES YOU LONGER LASTING
CONTROL OF DOLLAR SPOT AND BROWN PATCH.

You know how quickly fungus diseases can wreak havoc in
your greens. Which is exactly why Banner's new systemic, longer-
lasting chemistry for turf has been so eagerly awaited.

Because of its systemic action, one spraying of Banner lasts 14
to 21 days on brown patch. And provides up to 28 days of excellent
control on dollar spot at a 2 oz. rate.

SYSTEMIC, PREVENTIVE CONTROL.

Now you can stop disease before it gets started. Banner works
systemically to control disease from the inside out. Once Banner is
quickly absorbed by the leaf and root system, it won't wash off.
It keeps on working after drying, unaffected by rain or irrigation.
Banner also goes on to prevent powdery mildew, rust,
anthracnose, red thread and stripe smut.
wait to put Banner on the spot.

LOW RATES, LOW COST PER DAY, FEWER SPRAYS.

Banner's new chemistry is so powerful, just 1 to 2 ounces per 1,000 square feet is all you need.

These low rates and long residual mean lower cost per day of control. Less chemical, low rates and long residual also mean Banner performs with fewer applications which makes Banner the preferred treatment where environmental considerations are important.

Put Banner on the spot. And get longer lasting, systemic control of dollar spot and brown patch.

CIBA-GEIGY

© 1987 CIBA-GEIGY Corporation, CIBA-GEIGY, Ag Division, Box 18300 Greensboro, NC 27419. Always read and follow label directions. Do not use on warm season grasses, such as Bermuda grass, Bahia grass, or zoysia in AL, FL, GA, NC, SC, or the Gulf Coast area of TX, LA, and MS.
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TURF RACES ARE THE SPICE OF LIFE AT SUFFOLK DOWNS

The popularity of horse races on turf tracks has grown steadily since 1958 when Suffolk Downs in East Boston, MA built a seven-furlong turf oval inside its dirt track. From Memorial Day to November, six races per week are run on the perennial ryegrass turf course. In 20 years the number of races on the turf has increased from 60 to 260 a year. For three generations, it has been the job of the Pini family to keep both tracks in top racing condition. Steve Pini recently improved the drainage, mowing and maintenance of the turf track as part of a major improvement program by Belle Isle Limited Partnership, a group led by Boston sports figure Buddy LeRoux.

WEMBLEY STADIUM: THE “SUPER PITCH” OF AMERICAN FOOTBALL

Next month the Denver Broncos and the Los Angeles Rams will treat a sold-out crowd of British sports fans in Wembley Stadium to only the third exhibition of American football ever held in England. Since the first exhibition game between the Minnesota Vikings and the St. Louis Cardinals in 1984, Sam Monson of the Vikings has advised the Wembley head groundsmen on how to turn the historic pitch into a “Super Bowl” for one day in August. Monson has learned to work between frequent rain showers to get the pitch ready for this international event. The National Football League, pleased by the success of Wembley, is exploring offers from other cities outside the U.S. for pre-season exhibitions of American football.
Lean, green low-thirst machine.

Again rated #1 in National Turf Grass Evaluation programs.

Arid's finer leaves, rich dark-green color, lower growth and deep roots create an attractive turf requiring less maintenance. Deep roots enable Arid to better withstand temperature extremes—cold winters and hot summers. Arid is an excellent choice for humid transition zones. It has improved drought and heat tolerance and requires less water. Arid's low-growth characteristics mean less mowing.

Order Arid from your seed wholesaler or sod distributor.

Another fine, quality controlled product of Jacklin Seed Company

Turf Type Tall Fescue
TURF-MAT is safe, sturdy and simple to use.

- **TURF-MAT** is 100% needle-punched polyester, which allows turf to breathe, and lets water, air and sunlight through so turf stays green and healthy.

- **TURF-MAT** protects both natural and artificial turf from foot traffic, food and liquid spills, grandstands, equipment and other heavy loads.

- **TURF-MAT** is easy to put down and repack and takes far less time than any other kind of protective surface. Just unroll and tape seams; no special anchoring is necessary.

- **TURF-MAT** is used by professional and college stadiums throughout the U.S. and Canada, including:
  - Cleveland Browns Stadium
  - Bowling Green University
  - Veterans Memorial Stadium, Erie, PA
  - Belkin Productions

*Photos courtesy of the Rose Bowl, Pasadena, CA*

NOW YOU CAN BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE!

Any size roll/combination: 19¢ per sq. ft.

Comes in 15½ ft. x 150 ft. rolls.

Custom sizes are available at no extra charge.

No order is too small.

For more information, please call or write:

**SCHERBA INDUSTRIES, INC.**
Covers Unlimited Division
4472 W. 160th Street Cleveland, OHIO 44135
(216) 267-0330
Announcing the dawn of a new era in pythium prevention. Chipco® Aliette.

The first fungicide that helps your turf defend itself.

You've heard about it. You've read about it. And now it's here. New CHIPCO ALIETTE® fungicide for turf. And with it comes a revolutionary new way to stop the spread of pythium blight. Unlike conventional fungicides, CHIPCO ALIETTE stimulates a natural defense mechanism within each blade of grass. In doing so, it actually helps your turf defend itself against pythium blight.

CHIPCO ALIETTE also eliminates the need for costly, time-consuming watering in of fungicides. And that's important for two reasons.

First, watering in adds to the high humidity that favors pythium development. Plus, soggy turf can interrupt play. But CHIPCO ALIETTE goes on quickly and easily to keep your course in play.

Best of all, CHIPCO ALIETTE gives you long-lasting pythium protection at a down-to-earth price. Based on cost per day of control, CHIPCO ALIETTE is one of your best fungicide values.

This year, don’t let pythium ruin your turf or your reputation. Call your turf products dealer today and ask for new CHIPCO ALIETTE.

Rhone-Poulenc Inc., CHIPCO Department, P.O. Box 125, Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852.

CHIPCO ALIETTE®

Please read label carefully and use only as directed. CHIPCO® and ALIETTE® are registered trademarks of Rhone-Poulenc Inc.
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PGA West is high on CBS II rye

2nd hole, PGA West, LaQuinta, CA

This Pete Dye designed course uses CBS II blend for uncompromising quality in desert overseeding

PGA West incorporates all the latest and most innovative design features...target greens, awesome hazards and stadium golf mounds. To keep this course picture perfect during heavy winter use, CBS II is used to overseed the dormant bermudagrass.

CBS II establishes quickly, tolerates temperature extremes, has improved disease resistance and provides a thick, dark-green, finer bladed carpet that mows better than older rye varieties. CBS II is ideal for PGA West’s tees, fairways and roughs.

PGA West is a state-of-the-art golf course. The people who play here demand perfection. If the difference between CBS II and cut-rate ryes is a matter of pennies, the choice is simple...CBS II...there simply is no better blend at any price!

CBS II Brand ryegrass blend is produced by:

CBS II Oregon certified blue tags and Desert Performance Assurance Tags qualify for cash for turf research to qualified associations and valuable prizes to individuals. Ask your distributor for details.

PO Box 250, Hubbard, OR 97032
503 981-9574/TWX 510 590 0957
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